Eaton FT1380e electronic crimp machine upgrade kit

Take your crimper to the next level.

Five simple steps to upgrade your crimper

Eaton’s electronic FT1380e crimp machine features an industrial grade, built-in touchscreen with a sleek, modern display and a friendly interface that makes operation not only easy, but more accurate and efficient. The FT1380e is designed with Eaton’s crimp specs and color assembly photos already loaded to maximize assembly speed while eliminating the guesswork of hose and fitting identification.

The FT1380e offers advantages that increase operator safety while saving time and money:
- The ability to save unlimited favorites
- Color assembly photos displayed for easy validation and accuracy
- Variable retract position that cuts down on assembly time and speeds up production runs
- Easy setup, calibration, and offsets
- Updated lighting for better visibility
- Integrated help feature with manual, tutorial, and icon quick reference guide

All of this will make a remarkable impact on your bottom line:
- Reduction in operator training time
- Reduced assembly time
- Reduced operator error and waste
- Safe and reliable hose assemblies
- Delighted customers

Upgrade Kits:
Standard FT1380 crimpers can now be upgraded to the new FT1380e electronic platform. All standard FT1380 units are eligible for an upgrade. The following steps will help guide you through the process of upgrading your crimper:

5 Steps to next level crimping
1. Contact Lomar at 1-888-AT-LOMAR (1-888-285-6627) for an initial crimp machine assessment.
2. Purchase an Upgrade Kit from Eaton.
   Part Numbers: FT1380e-115-UP
   FT1380e-115-UPCSA
   FT1380e-230-UP
   FT1380e-230-UPCSA
3. Ship the machine to Lomar using prepaid freight.
4. Lomar upgrades the machine and implements any additional repairs that have been approved.
5. Lomar returns the upgraded machine to the shipping address provided via the specified carrier.

Enjoy the benefits of your new FT1380e!
- Safe and reliable hose assemblies
- Reduced operator error and waste
- Reduced assembly times

See Reverse side for additional details
Evaluation

We recommend contacting Lomar prior to sending your crimper in for an upgrade and/or issuing a Purchase Order (PO) for your upgrade.

- Lomar Technical Support & Service: 1-888-AT-LOMAR (1-888-285-6627) or 1-517-563-8800
- A Lomar technician will review the condition of your crimper with you. It will be helpful if Lomar can speak with someone familiar with the specific machine planned for the upgrade and ideally someone who can be near the machine while on the phone.
- The purpose of the call is to provide an initial assessment as to whether your crimper may require additional repairs to complete the upgrade. The Lomar technician will evaluate and give their opinion based on information provided. Lomar will not provide a firm quotation based on the phone evaluation. Following the call, the owner of the crimper will have a better understanding of any additional costs that may be required above and beyond the cost of the Upgrade Kit.

Purchase Order(s)

- The Upgrade Kit purchased from Eaton includes all parts and labor required to upgrade a machine from a fully functioning FT1380 to an upgraded FT1380e. The price includes a new skid and box for return shipment as well as all accessories that come with a new FT1380e. Please work with your Eaton account representative on pricing for an Upgrade Kit.
- A purchase order for the Upgrade Kit will need to be placed with Eaton (Lomar is not authorized to sell the Upgrade Kit directly). There are four part numbers available for purchase.

Upgrade Kit Part Numbers

- **FT1380e-115-UP**: Standard 115v FT1380 Crimp Machine
- **FT1380e-115-UPCSA**: CSA Certified 115v FT1380 Crimp Machine
- **FT1380e-230-UP**: Standard 230v FT1380 Crimp Machine
- **FT1380e-230-UPCSA**: CSA Certified 230v FT1380 Crimp Machine

Additional repairs may be required to bring the crimper to fully functioning operation. If additional repairs or spare parts are required or desired, these will be quoted separately by Lomar upon receipt of the crimper machine at our facility. A PO should be placed directly with Lomar for any additional repairs or parts quoted that are outside of the items included with the Upgrade Kit.

Shipment of Machine

- Lomar will need the crimper machine at our facility to finalize the evaluation of its condition and perform the upgrade. Please send your crimper machine to Lomar at the following address using prepaid freight:

  **Lomar Machine & Tool Co.**
  **Tech Support Department | Plant 2**
  **7595 Moscow Rd.**
  **Horton, MI 49246**

- Please include contact information with the machine so that we can reach out to you directly once the machine is received.
- Please secure the machine to a skid and package with adequate protection to avoid shipping damage.

Upgrade

- Lomar will perform the upgrade to your crimper machine upon receipt of PO(s). Lomar will implement any other repairs or upgrades needed at the time of the Upgrade Kit installation.

Return Shipment

- Lomar will return your upgraded FT1380 Crimp Machine to you via the LTL carrier, account number, and ship-to address provided on your purchase order for the Upgrade Kit. Please ensure this information is included on your PO to Eaton for the Upgrade Kit.

Learn more about the FT1380e crimper:

Click here to watch the video or download the sell sheet. Order your upgrade kit now and start taking advantage of these benefits today!